Part 9: Culture
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According to the Iceland Department of Agriculture, there are about 75,,000 Icelandic
horses in Iceland. Many are for sport and recreation. But many are necessary for
gathering sheep from the highlands and for inspecting tree new tree planting areas.
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The slope of Stora Sandfell has 3 gradients:- natural birch woods, lush meadows, and barren
rhyolite scree. The vegetated area has sustained farming for 1,000 years. The mountain and
lowland to the river is owned by Jón Loftsson, Director of the Iceland Forest Service.
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There’s never a dull day in Icelandic forestry
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A successful Iceland Forestry Association meeting follows a simple routine:
First we walk - Then we talk. - Then we plant.
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In Iceland, no podium is too humble or precarious for a forestry lecture
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No matter the place or the weather members of the Iceland Forestry
Association will insist on outdoor meetings
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About 60% Icelanders are descendants of ancient: henceforth the bagpipes

Top left: Piping for the 80th Anniversary of the founding of the Iceland Forestry Association;
Planting the Bagpipe Tree in Blondous. Bottom (L-R) playing The Barren Rocks of Esja,
The Black Dust of Eyjafjallajökul and Planting in the Friendship Forest.

Brynjofur, Ludvik, Jon and Saemunder formed a company to re-forest the slopes
of Kuklaland in their spare time.

Ragnhildur Freysteinnsdöttir - one of the leaders in the Iceland
Forestry Association - takes time out get her own Xmas tree.

As Christmas approaches getting the family Xmas tree is a great social event for all the
Iceland Forestry Association societies in Iceland - such as at Brynjajadalur Forest. The
Santa’s are foresters who always do their work cheerfully.

Among the 7,300 members of the Icelandic Forestry Association are large
corporations such as Toyota which have its own ‘Toyota Forest’ at Brynjadalur.
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Many Xmas trees have been extracted from this part of the Brynjadalur forest and one
volunteer relaxes and contemplates replanting the gaps for the next crop
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As the old saying goes “ if you don’t like the weather wait a minute”. Such is case on Mt.
Esja which, although the weather is fairly steady throughout summer, by October, snow
cover can come and go in a day or so. If the weather discourages hill climbing, staff of the
Forest Research Station have developed many comfortable and interesting trails for visitors
through their plantations. Over time the City of Reykjavik will add many more.
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Akureyri in not a particularly windy place, Nevetheless, it has long since lost
its forest cover. However, attractive new public forests help to shelter Akureyri
from the mountain and fjord breezes. Akureyri has a large botanical garden
founded in 1912 which is often called the Garden by the Arctic Circle.
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Akureyri golf course is home to PGA Arctic Open Tournament held in June. It is
ranked as a very challenging course even though it does not experience the fierce
winds of the characteristic of ‘links’ at St. Andrews golf course along the shore
of the North Sea.
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Laufskálavörður (meaning cairns at the Viking longhouse of the leaves of the woolly grey
willow). Farmed from years 890 to 930 AD, the farm was destroyed by a tremendous
volcanic eruption at the side of Mýrdalsjökull. For a long time, each person crossing of the
Mýrdalssandur for the first time had to build a new cairn to ensure a safe passage across this
terrible sand desert. The vegetation naturally regenerated, plus being off-limits to grazing,
and has never been fertilized or seeded. Diverting a large glacial river protects it from flood
erosion.

In the old days, anyone who managed to cross desert was
required to add a stone to a cairn as a symbol of gratitude
Elín Heiða Valsdóttir

It’s only a matter of time when the innovative arboriculture is introduced to
lava soil compliment this remarkable church.
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An iconic landscape at Skorradalur is similar to what the first settlers in Iceland
found. A more recent photo would show a swath of summer houses and far fewer
trees.

Auður Sveinsdóttir

Snæfell – a popular cultural icon in east Iceland - as seen through the leafless tree
silhouettes in Þröstur Eysteinnsson and & Sherry Curl’s garden is very artistic.
They are both foresters with the Iceland Forest Service.

Þröstur Eysteinsson

Einar Gunnarsson (left) and þorsteinn Jónsson of the Iceland Forestry Association standing in
one of many long tunnels in south Iceland that were reputedly carved out by Celtic peoples
before the Norse arrived at a time when forests dominated the coast, and the climate was
warmer than at present. The cave is still in use for storing hay and sometimes shelter for
livestock.
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A submerged shelter walkway from the farm to the river and ruins of early turf houses at
historic Þingskálar, dates back to the saga era. In fact, the ruin of Njál Þorgeirsson’s (of
Burnt Njál’s Saga) buðir (camp) can be seen at the bottom of the slope on the right. It
would not be appropriate to plant trees around this area – even though it was probably
forested since Njal’s saga mentions ‘robbers hiding in the woods’ not far from this location
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An ancient sheep milking pen
preserved at Vaglir and the and
a memorial sculpture to an
ancient convent, of the Nuns of
Kirkubæjarklaustur fit well
against a backdrop of shelter
woodland
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In 2005, the total number of visitors
to Iceland exceeded the resident
population (a little under 300.000).
The tourist industry alone requires
great sensitivity in landscape
planning and development. The
forestry
fraternity
excercises
caution in planting trees in many
recreational landscape.

Einar Gunnarsson

KELDUR – A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE CENTRE
Historic Keldur is the home farmer Skúli Lyðsson and Drifa Hjartardóttir, Member of Parliament

Iceland First Seen
Lo from our loitering ship a new land at last to be seen;
Toothed rocks down the side of the firth on the east guard a weary wide lea,
And black slope the hillsides above, striped adown with their desolate green:
And a peak rises up on the west from the meeting of cloud and of sea,
Foursquare from base unto point like the building of Gods that have been,
The last of that waste of the mountains all cloud-wreathed and snow-flecked and grey,
And bright with the dawn that began just now at the ending of day.

William Morris, the founder
of Socialism, visited Keldur
on July 29, 1873. Later he
captured the essence of the
Icelandic landscape in his
poem Iceland first seen

Ingjaldur Holskuldsson occupied Keldur around the year 1000. Later it was occupied by the powerful Oddaverjar dynasty
founded by Jón Loftsson. There are over 20 houses preserved at Keldur, beside the main farmhouse, or hall, there are
storehouses, a smithy, a water-mill, a cowshed, a stable, a sheep-pen etc. The Viking Age hall (or skall) is the only one of
its kind inIceland. In an archaeological excavation in the summer of 1998, an underground tunnel dating from around the
12th or 13th century was discovered. Keldur today (top) and as it was in 1885 (centre) at a time when it was
besieged with sand.

Blending the wholesome Arts of Horticulture and Shelterwood
The botanic garden and an arboretum at Skrúður in Núpsdalur, Dýrafjord is a memorial to the first
attempt at horticulture in Iceland. Provost Sigtryggur Gunnlaugsson, former headmaster at the Núpur
secondary school, started the garden in 1905 in order to “teach the pupils about the plants of the world
and to show them the ability of Icelandic soil to bring fruit if treated with loving care”. The lessons in
the garden were part of the curriculum. Skrúður was formally established on the 7th August 1909,
exactly 150 years after another priest, Björn Halldórsson in Sauðlauksdalur (in Patreksfjord), harvested
the first potatoes in Iceland. The garden was carefully tended by pupils and staff at the Núpur school
until the 1970´s. After that it was neglected until 1992, when a special commitee was founded to
renovate the garden and to make plans for its future management. The garden at Skrúður was reopened
in 1996 after thorough improvements based on the original plans by Sigtryggur Gunnlaugsson. On that
occassion a memorial of the Provost and his wife was unveiled in the garden.
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A few of the cultural icons that attract visitors. What they don’t notice are the
shelterwoods planted by farmers, volunteers and school children (usually at a
discrete distance from the main attraction).
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The green roof revival – a new industry from old cultures
Jean MacAlpine’s highland clachan at Aberfoyle made famous in Sir WalterScott’s novel Rob
Roy (top left); workshop at Freyness (top right), roof top garden in Toronto (bottom left) and an
executive roof top putting green with a shelterwood in Japan.

Blending the new with a touch of the old culture

A diverse treescape in the relatively
new town of Egilsstaðir, east Iceland
Borgarnes is an ancient town with
strategically-placed icons of the famous
Égils saga believed to be written in
Borgarfjördur by Snorri Sturluson early
in the 13th century
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The cultural icons, usually of bronze such as this one set in the beauty and calmness
of the winter garden in Borgarnes Park, is a common feature in Iceland parks.

Guðrún Jónsdóttir

Shelterwoods provide the best year-round venue for cultural activities

Guðrún Jónsdóttir

Gregarious Icelandic tree planters are fine poets, orators and musicians and
spontaneous singers. For example, forestry events always end with the singing of the
Icelandic Forestry Anthem to the tune of Internationale

Few forestry organizations can out-class the sheer volume and quality of forestry
literature produced by the very small number of Icelandic foresters and their associates.

Iceland’s trees and forests are a popular subject for the
VISUAL INDUSTRIES

SHELTERWOODS AND GRAVEYARD CULTURE
These simple 18-19th century grave stones in the shade a balsam fir forest in a
little known corner of Bell Island, Newfoundland are reminscent of the sheltered
graveyards in Iceland – which are often graced with fine sculptures.
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Hard-living shelterwood trees, that have been rocked by wind and loaded with ice
and snow, and sucked up too much bog water, develop wood with interesting
colours and grain for high quality carvings – or just cheerful, sparky firewood.
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Þór’s Garðar

A few cheerful ideas from the author for the transformation of the old nursery beds at
Hallormsstaðir into a shelterwood garden with tree sculptures and an interpretation centre

© Mats Wibe Lund
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Model & Carvings by Alexander Robertson

LAVA & WOOD
The landscape is the source
of most material used in
arts and crafts such as the
remarkable heritage wall in
Reykjavik and, of course,
the authors wood carvings.

Carvings by Alexander Robertson
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Art is essential for developing one’s powers of observation!
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Celebrating the Centennial of Landgræðsla
1907 – 2007
The History of Landscape Devastation and Restoration
in Wood Carvings by Alexander Robertson

2 m
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Panel 1
This section represents the medieval age when the sagas were written - a time
when coastal Iceland was still well-forested; including Rangárvallasýsla
according to Burnt Njál’s saga as well as archaeological and biophysical
evidence.
This carving depicts early farm scene with a wood cutter, a bloomery
and forge, wood turner, leather crafts, sheep shearing, cook, hay making, water
woman, children playing tag, sheep stripping the vegetation off the hinterland
and of course the classic Iceland turf farmhouses - all watched over by the
patriarch on his Dais stone.
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Panel 2
This panel represents the awful circumstances of desertification around
Gunnarsholt in 1907. Gunnlaug, the first director of the Soil Conservation
Service, and his horse are dwarfed by the last remnants of a rofarbað. By the time
he arrived at Gunnarsholt at least 18 farms had been abandoned and many more
that were abandoned since the creation of Landgræðsla.
Þríhyrningur is one of two signature mountains within sight of Gunnarsholt – the
other is Hekla. It is such an interesting mountain to carve that I made it larger than
the scale it is seen from Gunnarsholt. So please excuse my artistic licence.
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Panel 3
As one well trained in honest workmanship, it is with great pleasure to carve this
tribute to the workers who undertook the back-breaking and rough work of
building walls of lava rock, and in some cases of wood, to stop sand drifting just
enough to allow vegetation to be established.
A typical sandstorm brewing in the interior to right of the active volcano Hekla
The plough is an antique Scot’s (Scotch) walking plough and the horse pulling it a
is cross between a shaggy-mained Icelandic and the muscle-bound Clydesdale.
Behind it grass seed is being broadcast into the furrows.
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When Runólf Sveinnsson (right) succeeded Gunnlaug he began introducing
mechanization, such as the 1951 International –McCormick W4. which has been
restored to a pristine condition.
On the left side of the fence sheep have devastated the vegetation

When sheep are excluded from fenced areas, vegetation re-appears within a few
years. Also, excluding sheep allows for restoration to productive grassland that can
carry a herd of prize milkers as well as crops of potatoes and barley!
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Panel 5
Runólf was succeeded by his brother Páll (centre). Páll is best known for
introducing aircraft for aerial seeding and fertilization of large tracts of land. And
also for preservation of river banks and large-scale introduction of special strains of
barley suitable for Iceland.
The Douglas DC 3 – was named Páll Sveinnsson and was given the peculiar call
letters. TF-NPK (Nitrogen Phosphorus, Potassium). It is a famous plane in Iceland
having started out as a cargo plane, later an Icelandair passenger plane in the
1960’s before it was acquired by Landgræðsla as an ‘air tractor’.
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Panel 6
To round off a century of Landgræðsla, Sveinn Runólfsson succeeded his uncle and is
the current director. Quite apart from administering and transforming Landgræðsla
into an advanced technological agency dedicated to land reclamation in an era of
highly-charged political, social and environmental activism. Here Sveinn is lecturing
to a small cross-section of Icelandic society. The Gunnarsholt complex has grown
from a few modest buildings on a desert in 1907 to the vibrant and well-heeled
complex set among trees and 80 km of hedges in a very productive landscape.
On the far right are migrating swans stopping over to feed on the restored grasslands
indicating that whatever Landgræðsla does on the plains and hinterlands positively
affects wildlife in many southern countries.
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